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$1. INTRODUCTION 
A HOMOTOPY surface is a finite dimensional CW complex of the homotopy type of a closed 
surface. We shall show that with some restrictions a quotient of a homotopy surface is 
again a homotopy surface. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a homotopy surface and G a jiniie solvable group acting freely 
on X. Then X/G is a homotopy surface. 
Note: (1) For one use of this theorem, see [3, $41. [3] IS a study of the conjecture that 
Poincart 2-complexes are of the homotopy type of surface. Thorem 1 reduces that 
conjecture to the oriented case. 
(2) If a finite group G acts freely on a space X with finite Euler characteristic x(X), 
then x(X) = / G 1 x(X/G), where ) G 1 is the order of G. Thus 1 G ( divides x(X). So for X N RP2, 
G is trivia1 since x(X) = 1, so the theorem holds. For X N S2, x(X) = 2 so if G is not trivial, 
then G z 2,. We shall show later that X/Z, = RP’. All other surfaces are aspherical, i.e. 
their homotopy groups vanish above dimension 1, hence (assuming connectedness), their 
homotopy type is determined by their fundamental group. Since the quotient of an aspherical 
space by a freely acting discrete group is again aspherical, the remainder of Theorem 1 will 
follow from Theorem 2, a theorem about fundamental groups which will appear in $3. 
(3) We cannot hope to eliminate the finiteness of G nor can we drop the assumption 
that homotopy surfaces be finite dimensional: G = 2 acts freely on M x R, where M is any 
surface and R the real line, by addition to the second factor. M F R is a homotopy surface, 
but M x R/G = M x S’ is not. If G is finite, it acts freely on a contractible (but infinite 
dimensional) space E. The quotient E/G = K(G, 1) an Eilenberg-MacLane space. Then 
M x E 2 M but (M x E)/G = M x K(G, 1) is not homotopy equivalent o a surface unless 
G = (1). 
52. SOME RESULTS ON SHORT EXACT SEQUENCEs 
Given a genera1 short exact sequence 
(*) 1 
/ Q 
-A-B-C-l 
we get a homomorphism @: B -+ Aut A, from B to the automorphisms of A, by +(b)(a) = 
f-‘(bf(a)b-‘). qf clearly takes A to Tn A, the inner automorphisms of A. Thus $J induces 
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q: C+OutA = Aut In A, the “ outer automorphisms ” of A. We can ask whether conversely 
a homomorphism q: C -+ Out A comes from an exact sequence (*). 
For two diametrically opposite cases the answers are affirmative: 
(1) If A is abelian, then In A = {I} and Aut A = Out A so cp: C + Aut A. Thus A is 
a C-module. There are always exact sequences (*) inducing cp (e.g. a split exact sequence) 
and all such exact sequences are classified by H’(C; A) up to isomorphism. 
(2) If the center of A, Z(A), is trivial, then 
1 -A- AutA p Out A - I 
is exact. Then given any homomorphism cp: C + Out A we can define B to be the pullback 
ofcpandp:B={(f,c)EAutAxClpf=cp(c)}.Ifg:B~Cisdefinedbyg(f,c)=c,then 
ker g z ker p E A. So we get a short exact sequence (*). In this case we get a unique exact 
sequence (*) for each homomorphism cp: C + Out A. 
In the most general case the situation is the following: given cp: C+ Out A, there is 
an obstruction 8~ E H3(C; Z(A)). If 6~ = 0 then there are short exact sequences (*) inducing 
3 and they are in l-l correspondence with H’(C; Z(A)). The details for this discussion can 
be found in [6, Chapter IV]. 
$3. SURFACE GROUPS 
By a surface group rr we mean the fundamental group of a surface S. X(X) = x(S). We 
prove the following. (This is Theorem 1 of [ 121 as modified in footnote 1.) 
THEOREM 2. Let 71 be torsion-free, n’ a surface group and G a finite solvable group. If 
(*) 1 
i 
-Ic’-n-G-1 
is exact, then x is a surface group. 
Note. We reprove the theorem because it seems that some of the proof in [12] is lacking 
in detail. In addition, [12] gives no indication of how to prove the result when 7~’ is the 
Klein bottle group (a, blaba-’ = 6-l). [12, Theorem 31 is proved pretty completely so we 
use and assume it as 
LEMMA 1. A torsion-free finite extension of Z @Z is isomorphic to Z @Z or to the 
Klein bottle group. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume we have proved Theorem 2 for the special case G = Z,. 
the integers modulo the prime p. We then get the general case as follows: an arbitrary finite 
solvable group has a “ composition series ” 
(1) = G,a G,d G,a “‘4 G, = G 
such that G,/G,_, is cyclic of prime order. Let xii =j-‘(Gi). Then for all i = I. . . II - 1 
l- Xi-l - 7ri - G,/G,_, - 1 
is exact. If xi-i is a surface group, then n, is also. Since x,, = TC’ is a surface group, by in- 
duction rr, = x is also and the full theorem follows. 
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We now prove the theorem for the case G = 2,. First note that n’ finite implies that 
n is a torsion group so we can assume that rr’ is not the fundamental group of Sz or RP’. 
This takes care of the case ~(rr’) > 0. 
If TI’ is the fundamental group of the torus, i.e. rr’ z 2 @Z, then Lemma 1 says that 
ifxist0rsi0nfree,x~7t’0rn~(a,t\ta~-’=a-’ ), the fundamental group of the Klein 
bottle. 
Let 7t’ be the Klein bottle group rt’ = (a. b 1 abu- ’ = b-l). Note that every element of 
rc’ can be written uniquely as uabp. Let v(u”bP) = u.. Observe that v: n’ + Z is a homomor- 
phism, although u”bPwp is not, because ub = b-la. Let t E IL be any element. Assume 
tat-’ = u”bm and tbt-’ = dbl. Then 
k = n + k - n = v(t(ubu-‘)t-‘) = v(rb-‘r-l) = -k. 
Thus k = 0. So tbr’ = b’. But ta2t-’ = u”bmunbm = a2”bm*“‘. Thus 7t”, thesubgroupgenerated 
by a2 and b, is normal in 71 and its quotient is a group of order 2 1 G 1. But rr” = Z @Z so by 
Lemma 1, I[ is the Klein bottle group (since it is non-abelian). 
This takes care of the case x(n’) = 0. We now look at the case x(rr’) < 0 in which case 
rt’ has a trivial center. Thus, short exact sequences 
(*) 1 -n’-x-Z-1 P 
are in l-l correspondence with homomorphisms cp: Z, --t Out II’. If cp lifts to a map 
4: Z, + Aut rr’ then one choice (and hence the only choice) for (*) is a split exact sequence. 
But since 71 is torsion free this cannot happen and thus we can assume that cp: Z, + Out 7~’ 
does not lift to Gut nil. 
We shall see that for any q: Z, + Out rr’ which does not lift, there is a free action of 
Z, on the surface M (where x’ = rrr(M, *)) corresponding to cp and thus IC g nI(M/Zp, *). 
This finishes the proof since M/Z,, is a surface. 
Given a homeomorphism T: M + M. M a connected surface with some base point *, 
we have induced T,: n,(M, *)+~l(M, T*). Since M is path-connected, there is a path a 
from * to T* yielding an isomorphism E: x,(M, T*) + p(M, *). d is unique up to an inner 
automorphism. Thus ET, gives an element p(T) E Out (rl(M, *)) independent of the path 
a. Let p(M) be the automorphism group of M. We get a homomorphism p: X(M) + 
Out (rr,(M. *)). 
Let Xi(M). e@,,(M) be the quotient group of s(M) by the relations isotopy and 
homotopy. For a surface, homotopy implies isotopy (cf. [2] or [4]). But isotopy always 
implies homotopy. hence these two quotient groups are the same; call them d?(M). 
Now p: X(M) + Out (n,(M. *)) clearly passes to ji: .$(M) + Out (nI(M, *)). This 
map is an isomorphism (cf. [7] or [S]). The following result is due to Nielsen and Fenchel: 
if z E 2:(M) is such that 2” = [lM] then there is some S E u such that S” = 1,. Nielsen 
proved this [9] for M oriented and cx orientation preserving. Fenchel found a simpler proof 
[5]. This proof goes through without the restrictions (although it is not stated as such in 
[5]). The full details of the general case are to appear in a work to be published either by 
Fenchel or by Leon Greenberg. 
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The Nielsen-Fenchel result, in light of earlier remarks, implies: if cp:Z, -+ Out (n,(M. *)) 
is a homomorphism, then there exists a homomorphism 4: Z, + s(M) such that ~4 = cp. 
Any non-split exact sequence 
(*) 1 -d-7c-z-1 P 
yields a homomorphism cp: Z, + Out (11’) which does not lift to Aut (n’). We get a lifting 
@: Z, + z(M). Let e(t) = T where t generates Z, . If T” has a fixed point x for 1 I n < p, 
then choosing m and s such that mn = 1 + sp we have x = (T”)‘? = T*“x = T. ( Tp)‘x = T.V. 
So T has a fixed point. Then let o be a path from * to x in M. Let SE Aut (n,(M, *)) be 
the composition rr,(M, *)-% x,(M, x)Arr,(M, x)zrrr(M, *). Then Sp = I so 
@5: Z, + Aut (M) given by @(t) = S is a lifting of cp. This is a contradiction, so 7” can have 
nofixedpointsforn=l,...,p- 1. Thus 4 induces a free action of Z, on M so M/Z, is 
an oriented surface and 
1 - lrrl - rrr(M/Z,, *) - z P - 1 
is an exact sequence yielding cp. Because of the uniqueness of such exact sequences, 
n,(MIZ,, *) 2 7r. 
Thus Theorem 2 is complete. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Assume that rr’ = rrr(X, *) is infinite; i.e. x(X) I 0. Then X is aspherical, i.e. xi(X) = 0 
for i # 1. Since X -+ X/G is a covering space with G as the group of cover transformations, 
zi(X/G, *) z xi(X) for i # 1. Thus X/G is aspherical. Furthermore there is an exact sequence 
1 -rt’-z-G - 1, 
where r = x,(X/G, *). Since X is finite dimensional, X/G is also. Let Cc 7c be any finite 
cyclic subgroup. Then by Shapiro’s Lemma [I, Proposition 21, Hz4(C; Z) z HL4(n; Homarc, 
(Zz, Z)) z H2q(X/G; Hom,tc,(Zrc, Z)) = 0 for q sufficiently large. But H24(C; Z) g C, so 
C = 0. Thus rr is torsion-free. The induced map cp: G -+ Out n’ is the same as the one that 
comes from the action of G on X. Thus n is the fundamental group of some surface S, 
which is aspherical. Since aspherical complexes are determined up to homotopy type by 
the fundamental group, X/G 2: S. This completes the case x(X) I 0. 
Finally assume R’ is finite, x(X) > 0. By note (2) following the statement of Theorem 1, 
the problem is reduced to the case X N S2 and G g Z, . Let A = Z[Z,], the integral group 
ring of Z, . 
Let Y = X/Z,. Then X is the universal covering space of Y and nr( Y) 2 Z, . If we 
can show that Y is a Poincare 2-complex. then [lo, Theorem 4.31 proves that Y 2: RP2 and 
we are done. The homotopy of Y with local coefficients is given as follows: the chains of 
X, C.+(X), form a free right (or left) A-module, so if A is any left A-module, H,( Y; A) is 
the homology of C,(X)@, A. In particular, then, H*( Y; A) z H,(X). H*( Y; A) is the 
homology of Hom,(C,(X), A) so H*( Y; A) E H*(X). 
We wish to show that Yis a Poincare 2-complex. That is, we must give a homomorphism 
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w: nr( Y, *) -+ (+ l} = Z,(in this case it will be the identity) and a class [Y] E H2( Y; Z) where 
Z is the integers with the non-trivial Z[Z,]-action, such that [ Y] n : H’( Y; A) -* H, _ i( Y; x) 
is an isomorphism, where x is Z[Z,] as an abelian group, but if Z, = (t 1 r’) then the t-sided 
actionisgivenbyi~t=i,i~t=i,i~i=-iandt~i=-i.Butclearly~~hasleft 
A-modules by i 4 1, i 4 -I. (But ii is not A as a 2-sided module, of course.) So we need 
to find [Y] E H,( Y; Z) such that [Y] n: H’(Y; A)=JY’(X)+H~_~(Y; A)=H,_i(X) is 
an isomorphism. There is already a class [X] E Hz(X) which does this. We need to show 
that [ 11, p. 221 [X] = tr [Y] where tr is the transfer map defined for finite coverings and 
[Y] E H,( Y; 2). Since cap product is defined by using the transfer for non-simply-connected 
spaces, [Y] n = [X] n if [X] = tr [Y]. 
Let C, be the CW chains of X: 
0 - C, - G-1 
d3 dz . . . , 
- C3 - c, - 
Cl dl A - 0. (1) 
We can assume C, = A since we may take Y to have one O-cell and take the inverse image 
points for the O-cells of X. (1) has homology Z in dimensions 0 and 2 and is 0 elsewhere. 
As a A-module H,(X) = Z and Hz(X) *z where 2 = Z or Z = 7i @,.,Z. Now 
0 - C” - C”_, - ..* - C3 - imd, - 0 
(2) 
is exact. Set C,’ = im d3. Now H”-‘(Z, ; C,‘) = ZIP-~(Z~ ; C,‘) = 0 and CJ’ is a free 
Z-module. Thus by [ 1, Theorem 81 C,’ is projective. Thus (2) splits and is A-chain equivalent 
to a trivial complex. Then 
0 - Cal 
d3’ 
- C2 
dz dl 
-C,-A-O (3) 
is A-chain equivalent o (1). 
0 - Cs’ - ker dt - 2 - 0 (4) 
is exact. But such exact sequences are classified by Ext,‘(& C,‘) which is 0 for 2 = Z or 2. 
So ker d2 z CJ’ @ 2. Thus 
o- &‘& - C, 
dz dr 
-C1-A-Z-O 
(5) 
is exact. (The final Z is II,(C Removing the 2 and the Z yields (3). (5) cannot split 
because Z is not a free A-module so (5) represents the non-zero element of Ext,3(Z, C3’ @ 2) 
z Ext,3(Z, 2) z H3(Zz ; 2) = (; ; f ; So 2 = Z and (5) is the only non-split class; 
2 
i.e. (5) is isomorphic to the exact sequence 
o- C,‘QD 2 C,‘@A@C,’ 2 AQC,’ h 
AL.-0 (6) 
where C, z A @ CI’,f(c,‘, n) = (c,‘, n(1 - t), 0), g(cg’, i., c,‘) = ((1 + ?)I, c,‘) and h(I., c,‘) = 
(1 - ?)I.. 
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Thus (6) (and hence (5)) is isomorphic to a direct sum of the trivial split complex 
0 - CsI - C,’ 0 C,’ - C,’ - 0 (7) 
and 
0 
I-1 I+[ I--f c 
-Z-A-A-A-Z - 0. (8) 
Removing the Z and the 2 from (8) yields 
0 
1 +t 1-t 
-12-A-A-O (9) 
so that (7) $ (9) is isomorphic to (3). Since (3) is A-chain equivalent to (1). and (7) is trivial. 
(9) is A-chain equivalent to (1). We now consider (9) as the chains of X. 
If c1 is the degree 2 A-generator, then (1 - t)z generates H?(X) so we may take [X] = 
(1 - t)cr. H2( Y; Z) is obtained from the homology of (I) @,, .? which is equivalent to(s) @., Z: 
0 
0 ? 
-z-z-z - 0. (10) 
Let p be the image of CY (and also - tee) under the map (9) + (IO). Then /I represents a 
class [Y] E H2( Y; Z) where tr [Y] = tr /I = c( - ta (transfer is the sum of the elements in the 
pre-image) which is [Xl. Thus Y is a Poincark 2-complex and hence Y z RP’. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
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